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What is Title I Reading?

Title I Reading is a federally funded  

program that provides supplemental 

academic support for students who 

are having difficulty reading.  



How do Students Qualify for Title I Support?

 Scoring Below Basic or below 1210 Basic on the Reading PSSA

 Testing below grade level on a Basic Reading Inventory (BRI)

 Teacher recommendation

 Parental request

 Student request

*Title I Schoolwide guidelines allow me to work with any student who is 

struggling in any subject area as scheduling permits.



What is the Goal of Title I Reading Support?

The goal of Title I Reading support is to provide 

supplemental reading instruction that strengthens 

and improves students’ reading skills so that they 

can use these skills and strategies independently 

to have success in any subject area.



What Is My Role?

My role is to help students improve their reading 

levels by reinforcing the skills and strategies 

needed to be a good reader, as well as to offer 

support in all subject areas so that students can be 

more confident about their abilities and be 

successful in every class.



How Does This Work at BMS?

We have a 3-tiered approach to intervention at Bloomsburg Middle School:

1. Targeted pull-out program for those students who are reading below
grade level

2. General support in reading and content area classes (science and social 

studies) offering individualized help on an as-needed basis for students 

who need it

3. Coordination with the classroom teachers and learning support teachers 

for those students who qualify for Title I support, but our schedules don’t 

permit common class time. 



What Are the Advantages of a Pull-Out Program?

 Each student’s strengths and weaknesses can be addressed.

 It is very easy to gauge students’ progress.

 Students feel comfortable in the small group setting.

 Students are more inclined to ask questions and admit their 
lack of understanding of skills and concepts in a smaller 
group.

 It fosters feelings of security and a familial atmosphere.



What Are Our Areas of Focus?

1. Decoding and Phonics

2. Spelling and Vocabulary

3. Fluency

4. Comprehension

5. Content Area Subjects (math, science, social studies)

6. Study Skills



Decoding/Spelling/Vocabulary Strategies

 Using direct instruction to teach phonics/decoding strategies 

 Breaking down spelling and vocabulary words into syllables 

 Learning the meanings of Greek and Latin roots, prefixes, and 

suffixes

 Looking for patterns in spelling words

 Using vocabulary in context

 Giving visual representations with vocabulary definitions

 Encouraging students to learn definitions in their own words.



Fluency Strategies

 Utilizing high interest, meaningful materials

 Performing Reader’s Theater Plays

 Incorporating fiction and non-fiction resources (including 
content area texts)

 Participating in the Tail Waggin’ Tutors Program

 Encouraging reading at home with a parent or sibling to 
help improve skills



What is Tail Waggin’ Tutors?

 Tail Waggin’ Tutors is a program developed by 
Therapy Dog International.  Certified therapy 
dogs and their owners come to the middle 
school and read with the students in our Title I 
classes.  The goal of the program is to improve 
students’ oral reading fluency by allowing them 
to read in a fun and relaxed atmosphere.  



Comprehension Strategies

 Chunking material

 Self-checking frequently while reading

 Reinforcing Basic Reading Skills (main idea, sequencing, 
drawing conclusions, etc.) in both fiction and non-fiction texts.

 Teaching the elements of Text organization – problem/solution, 
cause/effect, compare/contrast, etc.

 Questioning techniques

 Metacognition (being aware of how we think and how we understand what we read)



Content Area/Study Skills Strategies

 Teaching study skills strategies in all content areas

 Clarifying and reinforcing concepts taught in content classes

 Teaching students how to answer questions in content texts

 Teaching students how to study material in order to be prepared for tests

 Reading content area tests to students

 Having students read tests aloud so that they can hear the questions 

and are better able to articulate their answers – especially to essay 

questions



BMS Parent Resource Center

 BMS has materials available for families to sign out to reinforce 
basic reading skills, including:

 vocabulary development

 fluency

 comprehension 

 spelling

 The Parent Resource Center (PRC) is located in Room 101. 



How Do Students Exit the Title I Program?

Students no longer receive Title I Reading Support in our pull-
out program if they:

 Score at the Independent Level on or above their grade 
level on the Basic Reading Inventory (BRI)

 Score at the Instructional Level – above their grade level on 
the BRI



What is an Independent Reading Level?

At their independent reading level, students:

 Can use decoding strategies to sound out words that 
they don’t know.

 Understand what they read.

 Can easily answer questions about what they are 
reading.

 Are relaxed and have fun while they read.

 Are engaged in reading for long periods of time.

 Read with fluency and expression.



How Can You Help Your Child?

 Read with your child.  Take turns and read with expression.

 Pause as you read together to think about what you are 
reading, to make predictions, and to ask questions to check 
comprehension.

 Be a good role model – let your child see you reading for 
enjoyment.

 Go to the library often and let your child select books that 
appeal to him.

 Have a variety of reading materials at home that interest your 
child.



Questions?

 Thank you for taking the time to learn about our Title I 
Reading Program.  If you have any questions at any time 
during the school year, please feel free to contact me at 
the middle school via:

 email at lkeller@bloomsd.k12.pa.us

 phone (570)784-9100 (ext. 5101) 

 or stop in to see me in Room 101.  
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